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Euro-Matic is the largest most versatile manufacturer of hollow plastic balls in the
world. We have been manufacturing playpen balls in Europe and the USA since 1969
and our experience is unrivalled throughout the industry.

Balls Sizes
As you would expect from Euro-Matic, we supply the widest range of Playpen Ball
sizes available. Smaller Therapy™ Balls for needs children provide excellent physical
support whilst giving more tactile and visual stimulation—that’s why we make the
50mm and 60mm. The standard ball diameters available are the Euro-Plus™ Regular
75mm and the Euro-Plus™ 80mm for bigger ball pools

Materials
The constituent materials that go into making our Playpen Balls are all FDA approved. From the colourants through to
the Low Density polyethylene plastics, materials are carefully chosen to ensure the balls conform to stringent U.S. and
European flammability and toxicity legislation to achieve TUV acreditation

Quality
The Our Euro-Plus™ Patented Technology (U.S. Patent No. 5320887 and granted
Patents in Europa) produces Playpen Balls of a quality that is recognised as the
industry standard throughout the world. We never take this for granted however and
randomly selected samples are regularly removed from production and compression
tested to 50% of their diameter. We create a tougher environment than any ball pool
will ever experience. The balls are expected to survive at least 20.000 compressions.
The strength and survivability of Euro-Plus™ Playpen Balls are second to none.

Guarantee
Because of our strict quality control and rigorous testing procedures,
we are confident of offering a two year guarantee against splitting or
breaking under normal use—but you can expect them to last much,
much longer.
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